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Key Points

• Adding low-dose
thrombin into photo-
thrombosis elevates
the fibrin content in
blood clots.

• This modified photo-
thrombosis model has
greatly improved
responses to tPA-lytic
treatment.

The Rose Bengal (RB) dye-based photothrombotic stroke (PTS) model has many

methodological advantages including consistent location and size of infarct, low mortality,

and relatively simple surgical procedures. However, the standard PTS has the caveat of poor

responses to tissue-type plasminogen activator (tPA)–mediated lytic treatment, likely as

a result of the platelet-rich, fibrin-poor content of the blood clots. Herewe testedwhether the

admixture of thrombin (80 U/kg) and RB dye (50 mg/kg) in the proximal middle cerebral

artery (MCA)–targeted PTS will modify the clot composition and elevate the responsiveness

to tPA-lytic treatment (Alteplase, 10mg/kg). Indeed, intravital imaging, immunostaining, and

immunoblot analyses showed less-compacted platelet aggregates with a higher fibrin

content in the modified thrombin (T) plus RB photothrombotic stroke (T1RB-PTS) model

compared with the standard RB-PTS-induced clots. Both RB-PTS and T1RB-PTS showed steady

recovery of cerebral blood flow (CBF) in the ischemic border from 1 day after infarction, but

without recanalization of the proximal MCA branch. Intravital imaging showed high potency

of restoring the blood flow by tPA after single vessel-targeted T1RB-PTS. Further, although

intravenous tPA failed to restore CBF or attenuate infarction in RB-PTS, it conferred 25%

recovery of CBF and 55% reduction of the infarct size in T1RB-PTS (P , .05) if tPA was

administered within 2 hours postphotoactivation. These results suggest that T1RB-PTS

produces mixed platelet:fibrin clots closer to the clinical thrombus composition and enhanced

the sensitivity to tPA-lytic treatment. As such, the modified photothrombosis may be a useful

tool to develop more effective thrombolytic therapies of cerebral ischemia.

Introduction

The search for acute stroke therapies requires multiple preclinical models to address different aspects of
the pathological mechanisms. The photodynamic dye (eg, Rose Bengal [RB])–based photothrombotic
stroke (PTS) model has many strengths, including consistent location and size of infarct, relatively simple
surgical procedures, and a low mortality rate of animals.1-4 The introduction of middle cerebral artery
(MCA)–targeted photoactivation (as opposed to aiming the laser beam at a large brain area) further
widened the ischemic penumbra to study peri-infarct neovascularization.5 Yet RB-based photothrombosis
largely remains a model of permanent ischemia, as it is resistant to the tissue-type plasminogen activator
(tPA)–lytic treatment.3,4,6 The poor responses to tPA have prevented the application of RB photothrombosis
for studying the pathology of transient ischemia and the search for better thrombolytic therapies.

The root cause of RB photothrombosis’ poor responses to tPA-lytic therapy may be its low fibrin content
in compacted platelet aggregates as the blood clots.2 As the recent advances of endovascular stroke
therapies have enabled the histological analysis of acute clinical thrombi, it became clear that the
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majority are composed of random fibrin:platelet deposits inter-
spersed with leukocytes and confined erythrocyte-rich regions.7,8

Compared with the clinical thrombi, neither the RB- nor ferric
chloride (FeCl3)–induced blood clots produce a substantial amount
of fibrin, which rationalizes its resistance to tPA-lytic treatment.9,10

In contrast, in situ microinjection of thrombin into the proximal MCA
branch produces thrombi composed mainly of polymerized fibrin with
a few cells and platelets.11 The in situ thrombin microinjection stroke
model is highly sensitive to tPA-lytic treatment, but its low platelet
content also deviates from the norm of clinical thrombi and may limit its
responsiveness to the antiplatelet agents in adjuvant thrombolysis.11-14

Given these considerations, we decided to examine whether
intravenous injection of a mixture of thrombin and RB for the
proximal MCA branch-targeted photoactivation (T1RB-PTS) will
elevate the fibrin content in the induced thrombi, as well as the
responsiveness to tPA- lytic treatment, compared with the standard
RB-PTS model. Our results support both predictions and suggest that
the modified photothrombosis model may be a useful tool to study
thrombolysis and therapeutically enhanced collateral circulation.14-18

Methods

Stroke surgery

Ten- to 12-week-old male C57BL/6 mice were subjected to RB- or
T1RB photothrombosis at the proximal MCA branch, as described.1,2

The mouse was anesthetized when the temporal muscles were
divided, and a 1-mm-diameter spot was drilled-thinned in the skull
over the proximal MCA branch. Next, 50mg/kg RB (Sigma) or the RB
and bovine thrombin (80 U/kg; Sigma) mixture was injected into the
retro-orbital sinus, and the window was illuminated by a 543-nm laser
beam (5 mW) ;1 mm in diameter for 20 minutes. The ipsilateral
common carotid artery was ligated to decrease collateral perfusion
and variations of the infarct size and for 7-day monitoring of cerebral
blood flow (Figure 5) and for tPA-lytic treatment (Figures 1 and 7).
Mice were randomized for treatments (10 mg/kg Alteplase, 50%
injected as a bolus and 50% infused over the course of 30 minutes
through tail vein, as previously described19), and the infarct size was
analyzed using triphenyl tetrazolium chloride (TTC) stain at 24 hours
recovery by investigators who were blinded to the treatment. Mouse
brains were sectioned to 1-mm-thick slices, and the TTC-unstained
volume in all sections was quantified and added using the NIH ImageJ
software. Two outliers (mean 6 .2 SD) were excluded in the
experiment of tPA-mediated thrombolytic treatment (Figure 7). All
procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee at the University of Virginia.

Intravital microscopy

Real-time thrombus formation was visualized on a spinning-disc
confocal microscope (Visual Dynamix). Briefly, the craniotomy of 3
to 5 mm in diameter was performed in the parietal bone of skull
while keeping the dura mater intact. A cover-glass was placed on
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Figure 1. The RB photothrombotic stroke model induces platelet aggregates and responds to tPA-lytic treatment poorly. (A) Single vessel-directed RB photo-

thrombosis induced a train of initially unstable platelet clots that transformed into rapidly expanding platelet aggregates, as shown by intravital microscopy using DyLight488-

conjugated anti-GPIbb antibody (arrow indicates the site of 20-mm diameter laser photoactivation; also see supplemental Video 1). Scale bar, 50 mm. (B) Tracing of the size of

3 photoactivation-induced platelet aggregates under single-vessel RB-PTS over time. The initial platelet clots were repeatedly flushed away by the blood flow until the later

clot adhered to the endothelial wall and expanded in size rapidly (n 5 3). (C) Intravenous application of 10 mg/kg tPA at 30 minutes after the proximal MCA branch-directed

RB-PTS failed to reduce the infarct size. The TTC-unstained infarcted area (indicated by arrows) was 18 6 1.95 mm3 in tPA-treated mice (n 5 10) and 18 6 2.80 mm3 in the

vehicle-treated mice (n 5 6) at 24 hours recovery. P . .05 by unpaired Student t test. Shown are the mean 6 standard error of the mean. NS, not significant.
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the cranial window, and the cerebral vessels and MCA in the
temporal cortex became visible under 203 water-immersion lens.
Circulating platelets labeled by DyLight488-conjugated anti-GPIbb
antibody (0.1 mg/kg; Emfret Analytics) or the exogenous fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC)-Fibrinogen (2 mg/kg; Molecular Innovations)
was injected via tail vein 5 minutes before intravital microscopy
imaging. Photoactivation on randomly selected cerebral vessels or
distal MCA branches (40;60 mm diameter) was induced using
a 561-nm laser system (89 North, 10;20 mm diameter) either with
(for anti-platelet imaging) or without (for FITC-fibrinogen imaging)
neutral density filter. The average fluorescence intensity of platelet
was analyzed and quantified using the MetaMorph software
(Molecular Devices).

Laser speckle contrast imaging

Cerebral blood flow (CBF) was monitored using a MoorFLPI-2
system (Moor Instruments), as described.20,21 CBF was measured
in both hemispheres (area size for CBF quantification: 3 mm 3 4.8
mm) for at least 5 minutes at the designated points after
photoactivation or recorded for 70 minutes to assess the responses
to tPA-lytic treatment (area size for CBF quantification: 1.6 mm 3
1.6 mm). The CBF is shown using a 16-color palette of perfusion

units, and quantified as the percentage to the contralateral
corresponding region.

Immunohistochemistry and immunoblot

Immunohistochemistry and immunoblotting were performed as
previously described.20-22 The antibodies were rabbit anti-fibrinogen
(#MBS315814, MyBioSource), rat anti-TER119 (#14-59-2182,
Invitrogen), rat anti-glycoprotein IIb (#553847, Becton Dickinson),
Isolectin GS-IB4 (I21413, Invitrogen), and mouse anti-GAPDH
(#G8795, Sigma).

Assessment of intracerebral hemorrhage

Intracerebral hemorrhage was quantified using a spectrophotomet-
ric assay, as previously described.23 Briefly, mice were trans-
cardially perfused with phosphate-buffered saline, and the ipsilateral
hemisphere was homogenized in 500 mL phosphate-buffered saline
containing 0.5% triton X-100, followed by 13000g centrifuged for
30 minutes. The 200-mL aliquots of supernatant mixed with 800 mL
of Drabkin’s reagent (Sigma-Aldrich) were reacted at room
temperature for 15 minutes and subjected to duplicate measure-
ment of absorbance at 540 nm, using a spectrophotometer
(SpectraMax M3, Molecular Device). The standard curve was
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Figure 2. RB- and thrombin/RB-induced photo-

thrombosis manifest divergent patterns of platelet

aggregation and fibrin(ogen) extension. (A) Using

DyLight488-conjugated anti-GPIbb antibody to label pla-

telets, intravital microscopy showed the lack of platelet

aggregation after systemic intravenous injection of 80

U/kg thrombin and laser photoactivation (supplemental

Video 2; n 5 3). In contrast, photoactivation after in-

travenous injection of RB (50 mg/kg) or thrombin/RB

(T1RB) induced platelet aggregates of different com-

pactness (see also supplemental Videos 3 and 4, re-

spectively). Arrows indicate the site of photoactivation.

(B) Imaging analysis showed a lower average intensity of

anti-GPIbb/platelet fluorescence signals in the T1RB

clots (n 5 33 in 8 mice) than in RB photothrombosis

clots (n 5 31 in 6 mice; P 5 .0002 by unpaired Student

t test). (C) Intravital microscopy of FITC-conjugated fi-

brinogen showed the lack of fibrin(ogen) extension after

photoactivation in thrombin-alone injection (supplemen-

tal Video 5) and restricted fibrin(ogen) deposits after RB

photothrombosis (supplemental Video 6), in contrast to

appreciable expansion of fibrin(ogen) deposits in T1RB

photothrombosis (supplemental Video 7; n 5 3 for each

group). Scale bars, 50 mm.
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prepared by adding incremental volume of homologous blood (0, 2,
4, 8, 16 mL) into each hemispheric sample from sham mice.
Measurements from experimental samples were compared with this
standard curve to calculate the hemorrhage volumes in microliters.

Statistical analysis

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test was performed to confirm
that the data follows a normal distribution. Statistical analysis was
performed using 1-way analysis of variance followed by the posttest
of Tukey or unpaired Student t test for 2 groups. P , .05 was
considered a significant difference. Values were expressed as mean
6 standard error of mean.

Results

RB-PTS promotes platelet aggregates that are

resistant to tPA-lytic treatment

DyLight488-conjugated anti-GPIbb antibody was used to visualize
the responses of platelets in single small vessel (;50 mm
diameter)–targeted RB photothrombosis by intravital microscopy
imaging. It was found that the platelets initially formed small clots

along the endothelial wall, but were repeatedly flushed away into the
bloodstream (unstable clots). After approximately 150 seconds of
photoactivation, the platelet clot became adherent to the endothe-
lium and expanded rapidly in size (stable clots; Figure 1A-B;
supplemental Video 1). This pattern of biphasic platelet aggregation
differs from those after laser-induced endothelium injury24 and
suggests that platelet activation may be the initiating trigger in RB
photothrombosis. We then examined the responses of MCA-
targeted RB-PTS to acute tPA treatment (10 mg/kg, 50% as
a bolus and 50% infused via tail vein at 30 minutes postphotoacti-
vation) and found no reduction of the infarct size (Figure 1C;
P . .05 by unpaired Student t test). These results suggest that the
clots in RB-PTS are rather resistant to tPA-mediated lytic treatment,
similar to the findings in previous studies.6

T1RB-PTS produces less-compacted platelet

aggregates with a higher fibrin content and greater

responsiveness to tPA-lytic treatment

We then used intravital microscopy to compare the responses of
platelets to intravenous injection of 80 U/kg thrombin, 50 mg/kg RB,
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Figure 3. T1RB-PTS produces a greater fibrin

content in the ensuing clots than RB-PTS. (A) A

similar size of infarction was induced by RB (14.4 6

2.50 mm3; n 5 7) or Thrombin-RB (T1RB) photo-

thrombosis (14.1 6 2.84 mm3; n 5 8), whereas pho-

toactivation after systemic intravenous application of

thrombin failed to induce cerebral infarct (n 5 6).

(B-C) Histological analysis of MCA showed a higher

content of fibrin (green colored) in blood clots after

T1RB photothrombosis than RB photothrombosis, as

shown by co-immunostaining of fibrin(ogen)/CD41

(platelets; B), and fibrin/TER119 (RBCs; C) (n 5 3 for

each group). The transverse sections of MCA (bottom

rows) were costained with isolection-B4 (IB4) to out-

line the vascular lumen. Note the occlusion of the

whole vessel, similar to the FeCl3-induced stroke

model.30 Scale bars, 50 mm. (D) Immunoblot analysis

indicated greater fibrin deposits in the ipsilateral hemi-

sphere at 2 hours after the T1RB than the RB photo-

thrombosis stroke model. Two representative samples

are shown here, as well as the quantification of 3 mice

for each model (P 5 .027 by unpaired Student t test).

Cont, contralateral hemisphere; Ipsi, ipsilateral hemi-

sphere; UN, uninjured sham mice.
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or the combination of both, in single small vessel photoactivation
(Figure 2A). It was found that thrombin photoactivation failed
to trigger platelet aggregates (supplemental Video 2), whereas
RB photoactivation induced more densely packed platelet
aggregates (supplemental Video 3) than T1RB photothrombo-
sis (supplemental Video 4). This finding was corroborated by
quantification of the anti-GPIbb immunofluorescence intensity
in the RB-vs-T1RB blood clots (Figure 2B; P 5 .0002 by
unpaired Student t test). Further, intravital imaging of FITC-
conjugated fibrinogen also showed divergent responses to
photoactivation by these 3 conditions (Figure 2C). It was
evident that systemic intravenous thrombin injection plus
photoactivation failed to induce fibrin clots (supplemental
Video 5). RB photoactivation led to localized FITC-fibrin clots
(supplemental Video 6), but only T1RB photothrombosis
resulted in appreciable expansion of the FITC-fibrin clot
(supplemental Video 7).

We also compared the responses of thrombin, RB, and combined
thrombin/RB to the MCA-targeted photothrombosis. When photo-
activation was directed at the proximal MCA branch, systemic
intravenous thrombin injection failed to induce infarction, whereas
RB and T1RB injection led to a similar size of infarction in the
MCA-supplying territory (Figure 3A). Immunostaining of longitu-
dinal and transverse sections of clotted blood vessels both
revealed mixed fibrin:platelet thrombi in the T1RB stroke model
(right panels in Figure 3B-C), but not in the RB model (left panels
in Figure 3B-C). Immunoblotting corroborated the finding of more
fibrin deposits in ipsilateral hemisphere in T1RB photothrombo-
sis than in unchallenged or the RB-photoactivated counterparts
(Figure 3D).

We then compared the responses of RB-vs-T1RB photothrombo-
sis to intravenous infusion of vehicle or tPA (10 mg/kg, 30 minutes)
via intravital imaging. This analysis showed that neither vehicle
nor tPA treatment elicited clear recanalization in RB photo-
thrombosis (Figure 4A-B; supplemental Videos 8 and 9,
respectively). In contrast, intravenous infusion of tPA reliably
induced recanalization and restored the blood flow after
T1RB photothrombosis (arrowheads in Figure 4D; supple-
mental Video 11), whereas vehicle treatment lacked this effect
(supplemental Video 10). Together, these results suggest that
T1RB photothrombosis produces more balanced fibrin:plate-
let clots and greater responses to tPA-lytic treatment than
RB-only photothrombosis.

T1RB-PTS is sensitive to tPA-mediated vascular

recanalization, CBF improvement, and reduction of

the infarct size

Next, we used laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) to
compare the dynamics of CBF alterations after RB-vs-T1RB
photothrombosis targeting proximal MCA branch and the
responses to intravenous tPA at the bilateral hemispheric
level. A recent study reported progressive increase of the
peripheral CBF without recanalization of the clotted proximal
MCA from 6 to 120 hours after RB photothrombosis, likely
because of ischemia-induced collateral circulation.5,16-18

Consistent with this report,5 our results showed that the
cortical blood flow dropped to ;35% at 5 hours, but steadily
recovered to ;80% from the peripheral to the ischemic core at
7 days postinfarct in both RB and T1RB models (Figure 5A-
B). These results suggest the lack of spontaneous large
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GPIbb/platelet antibody was used to visualize the clot

behaviors during and after vehicle-vs-tPA (10 mg/kg)

infusion in single-vessel RB photothrombosis model.

Shown are the representative images of the RB clot

with the vehicle (A; see also supplemental Video 8;

n 5 3) or tPA infusion (B; supplemental Video 9;

n 5 4). Neither tPA or vehicle induced obvious re-

canalization in the RB photothrombosis model. White

arrow indicates the site of photoactivation (20 mm in

diameter). Orange arrow indicates the direction of ar-

terial blood flow. (C-D) The same intravital imaging

method was used to compare the clot responses to

vehicle-vs-tPA (10 mg/kg) infusion after T1RB photo-

thrombosis. The vehicle treatment failed to restore the

blood flow (C; supplemental Video 10; n 5 3),

whereas every tPA-treated mouse manifested re-
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supplemental Video 11; n 5 5). Scale bar, 50 mm.
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artery recanalization after the T1RB photothrombotic stroke
model.

We then compared the CBF responses to acute tPA treatment
(10 mg/kg; initiated at 30 minutes after photoactivation) by RB-vs-
T1RB photothrombosis (Figure 6A). Although the tPA treatment
failed to improve CBF in either the proximal or distal MCA-
supplying region (areas 1 and 2, respectively) after RB-PTS, it
produced step-wise elevation of cortical blood flow in the distal
MCA territory (area 2) after T1RB photothrombosis. We also
compared CBF at 5 and 24 hours after tPA treatment, and found
that tPA produced markedly improved CBF at 24 hours after
T1RB-PTS, but failed to elicit significant CBF recovery after RB-
PTS (Figure 6B).

Finally, we examined the effects of reducing the infarct size by tPA-
lytic treatment and its therapeutic window in T1RB photothrom-
bosis. Consistent with tPA-mediated CBF recovery, the T1RB PTS
model showed significant reduction of the infarct size when the tPA
treatment (10 mg/kg) was initiated at 0.5, 1, or 2 hours after
photoactivation compared with the vehicle-treated mice, but lost the

benefit if tPA was administered at 6 hours postphotoactivation
(Figure 7A). Instead, this delayed tPA treatment led to greater
intracerebral hemorrhage at 24 hours postphotoactivation in T1RB
photothrombosis (Figure 7B), although the severity of tPA-induced
hemorrhage appears milder than in the intraluminal suture MCA
occlusion model.23 Together, these results suggest improved
sensitivity to tPA treatment by the modified photothrombotic
stroke model.

Discussion

Thromboembolic stroke models are important tools for thrombolytic
research, in contrast to the mechanical vascular occlusion models
(eg, intraluminal suture MCA occlusion) that produces overly fast
reperfusion without obvious blood clots.25 The advances of
endovascular therapies in ischemic stroke have enabled histolog-
ical analysis of the clinical thrombi to guide the selection of
thromboembolic models. These histopathological studies indi-
cated a predominant feature of random fibrin:platelet deposits
interspersed with leukocytes and erythrocyte-rich regions.7,8 In
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addition, cardioembolic thrombi consist of higher fibrin propor-
tions and more leukocytes than noncardioembolic thrombi.26

However, contrary to the histological features of clinical thrombi,
the standard photothrombosis and FeCl3 stroke models mainly

induce platelet aggregates without significant fibrin, whereas
in situ MCA microinjection of thrombin induces fibrin polymer-
ization with a low number of cells and platelets.2,9-12 Here we
tested whether the combination of subthreshold thrombin and
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Figure 6. T1RB-PTS shows better recovery of CBF after tPA-lytic treatment than RB-PTS. (A) Comparison of CBF responses to 10 mg/kg tPA treatment at

30 minutes after photoactivation by LSCI in the proximal MCA-directed RB (n 5 4) vs T1RB (n 5 3) PTS (asterisk indicates the photoactivation site; white arrow indicates the

direction of MCA blood flow). Shown are the typical CBF-tracing and LSCI images of blood flow in the proximal MCA-supplying territory (1), the distal MCA territory (2), and

the contralateral hemisphere (3; area size: 1.6 mm 3 1.6 mm for each). Note the stepwise CBF elevation in the distal, but not the proximal, MCA territory, in the T1RB-PTS

model after tPA infusion. In contrast, the tPA treatment failed to produce CBF recovery in the RB-PTS model. (B) Comparison of CBF recovery at 5 and 24 hours after tPA

infusion at 30 minutes postphotoactivation in the RB-PTS and T1RB-PTS model (the area size for LSCI measurement: 3 mm 3 4.8 mm). The tPA treatment failed to improve

CBF recovery compared with the infusion of vehicle at 5 or 24 hours postphotoactivation (n 5 4). In contrast, the same tPA treatment produced ;14% more CBF recovery at

5 hours (P 5 .13) and ;25% more at 24 hours in the T1RB-PTS model (P 5 .03; n 5 6).
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RB for photoactivation produces more balanced platelet:fibrin
clots and improved responses to the tPA-lytic treatment. Consis-
tent with our hypothesis, the evidence from intravital imaging,
immunostaining, and immunoblotting analysis all supported
a greater fibrin content and higher sensitivity to tPA-lytic
treatment in the thrombin-RB photothrombotic model. Its
therapeutic window for tPA treatment (;2 hours) is similar to
that of the thrombin microinjection model (3 hours).12 Given its
more balanced platelet:fibrin clot-composition, the thrombin
modified photothrombotic stroke model may be uniquely
positioned to study combined fibrinolytic/antiplatelet therapies
or head-to-head comparison of tPA-vs-Tenecteplase for
thrombolysis.15

Our results also revealed differing benefits of tPA-lytic treat-
ment in single small artery-vs-the MCA-targeted photothrombo-
sis. In small artery-targeted thrombin photothrombosis, tPA
infusion readily produces vascular recanalization. In contrast,
in the proximal MCA-targeted photothrombosis, tPA primarily
improves blood flow in the ischemic border without large
artery recanalization, which may be partially a result of severe
endothelial injury from the photoactivation laser beam, lead-
ing to tPA-refractory vascular occlusion. However, because
the in situ thrombin microinjection model also responds to
the tPA treatment by centripetal retreat of infarct,6,11 tPA
may prevent secondary thrombosis or boost ischemia-induced
collateral circulation in the border zone in MCA-targeted

photothrombosis.5,27 Past studies have reported that both re-
canalization and collateral circulation predict the ischemic stroke
outcomes.28,29 Hence, the proximal MCA-targeted thrombin photo-
thrombotic stroke model may be also useful to develop novel
strategies of improved microcirculation and cortical collateral
circulation after the thrombus retrieval treatment.

In conclusion, thrombin-enhanced photothrombosis overcomes
critical limitations of the conventional RB-photothrombotic stroke
model (ie, platelet-dominant clots with poor responses to tPA-lytic
treatment), while retaining its merits in low mortality, relatively simple
surgery, plus consistent location and infarct size. As such, the
thrombin-enhanced photothrombosis is a worthy addition to the
repertoire of preclinical stroke models.
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Figure 7. Acute infusion of tPA (within 2 hours after photoactivation) reduces the infarct size in T1RB-PTS model. (A) The representative TTC-

stained brain slices from mice receiving the vehicle or 10 mg/kg tPA at the indicated time after T1RB-PTS. Quantification showed more than 50% reduction of the

infarct size in 0.5-hour tPA-treated (6.7 6 2.1 mm3; n 5 9; P , .05 by 1-way analysis of variance), 1-hour tPA-treated (4.6 6 1.0 mm3; n 5 10; P , .01), and

2-hour tPA-treated (6.4 6 1.5 mm3; n 5 8; P , .05) group, but not in the 6-hour tPA-treated group (15.2 6 3.1 mm3; n 5 7), compared with the vehicle-treated

group (14.8 6 2 mm3; n 5 19). Normal distribution of the infarct size in each group was ascertained by the Komogorov-Smirnov normality test. (B) The

representative images of brain surface in mice treated by vehicle, 1-hour tPA, or 6-hour PA at 24 hours after T1RB-PTS. Note the more pronounced hemorrhage

spot (indicated by arrow) in the MCA-supplying territory in the mice that received the delayed, 6-hour tPA treatment. Quantification of cerebral hemorrhage indicated

a higher content of hemoglobin in 6-hour tPA photothrombosis (9.6 6 0.9 mL; n 5 7) than in the vehicle (4.0 6 0.5 mL; n 5 5) or 1-hour tPA-treated (6.2 6 0.4 mL;

n 5 3) groups.
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